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In a tumultuous world, 
art matters

In this issue MaLou Art Consulting highlights the role of
art in everyday life and aesthetics. Read the latest world
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matter, and gain in-depth insight into the pivotal role of
Art in our lives. Whether big or small, sidewalk chalk art
or community murals, art makes a difference in the way
we live. Now, more than ever, art matters.
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MaLou Art Consulting & Gallery is excited to

present the online solo exhibition of

contemporary artist Natalia Kostaki. 

The established artist dives deep into her

inner world formed by childhood memories,

the delicate spirituality of Russian culture

and her very personal journey within, in

order to meet the precious moment where

an image is born. 

Philosophy, religion, family values and 
the ethereal aura of astrological laws act as media

that shape the idiosyncratic images that
 are so ever characteristic of her most recent work

SOLO EXHIBITION | 10th SEPTEMBER –10th OCTOBER 2020

Natalia Kostaki "THE IMAGES"

view exhibition

https://malouartconsulting.com/solo-exhibition-inner-aspects-of-konstantinos-michalos-or-praise-to-the-paradox/
https://malouartconsulting.com/solo-exhibition-the-images-by-natalia-kostaki/


About Natalia Kostaki

She lives in Athens and is best known for her vivid,

brightly –hued paintings that invite a broader

understanding of symbolic painting. She has developed

unique visual aesthetics. 

Melding iconography, design, art-historical and

mythological motifs, and personal experience, the artist

creates densely patterned works.

Each painting is an amalgam of different

techniques and media: acrylic, oil, water

colour, ink, marker, coloured pencil, and

mosaic. 

By melding clean lines, colour

arrangements, and geometric precision she

creates optically compelling visual effects,

as seen in her artworks. 

In Natalia Kostaki’s compositions, every

element within the painting is given equal

space and significance.



view exhibition

Inner Aspects 
of Konstantinos Michalos
or
Praise to the Paradox
by Konstantinos Michalos

"In Between" 
by Vassiliki Koskiniotou

view exhibition
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PAST EXHIBITIONS
Visit them online

"Society of the Spectacle"
by Sophia  Papadopoulou

view exhibition

https://malouartconsulting.com/solo-exhibition-inner-aspects-of-konstantinos-michalos-or-praise-to-the-paradox/
https://malouartconsulting.com/solo-exhibition-in-between-by-vassiliki-koskiniotou/
https://malouartconsulting.com/solo-exhibition-the-society-of-the-spectacle-by-sophia-papadopoulou/


"New Originals"
by Theo Chronis

view exhibition

Primordial  Reminiscences
by Zorica Krstic

view exhibition

malouartconsulting.com

https://malouartconsulting.com/theo-chronis-new-originals-solo-exhibition/
https://malouartconsulting.com/the-solo-exhibition-primordial-reminiscences-by-zorica-krstic/


The cultural crucible of the ancient
world is emerging as a contemporary 
art hub

It was supposed to be the summer when
Gagosian unveiled its new Athens gallery
space, Jeff Koons headlined at the Deste
Foundation’s island space on Hydra, and a
raft of new hotels opened their doors.
Viral forces had other plans, of course.

But creative Athens, shaped by bitter
financial crisis, has learnt how to persevere
– some might say thrive – in the face of
adversity.

Art in Athens is boiling becausethe city
itself is boiling and changing,” says dealer
Andreas Melas. “Coronavirus’’ hasn’t erased
that.”

Read more in Financial Times 

Art News
The latest artworld news, views and announcements

Athens: An Art Capital Arises
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https://www.ft.com/content/37d3ee0a-ce90-41ba-b455-e0d8bd0944bf


The 8th Cosmoscow International Contemporary Art Fair is an annual contemporary art
festival where you can see works of more than 200 contemporary artists, discover new
trends of the art market and gain valuable knowledge about current art practices.  

MaLou Art Consulting is pleased to announce its participation in this year's h
International Contemporary Art Fair Cosmoscow. Our gallery introduces three
contemporary artists: Michalos Konstantinos, Sophia Papadopoulou and Zorica Krstic,
showcasing their works for the first time at the Cosmoscow.

Cosmoscow International Contemporary Art Fair is a highly anticipated art festival
uniting undisputable trendsetters of the art scene: Russian and international galleries,
artists, experts, art collectors and connoisseurs from all over the world. Since 2014 it is an
annual September event with its own place in an international art calendar. The latest
edition of the fair took place at the Gostiny Dvor on September 6-8, 2019 representing
67 Russian and international galleries and welcoming nearly 22,000 guests. 

MaLou Art Consulting in the 
8th Cosmoscow International

Contemporary Art Fair

10-13 September 2020  
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https://www.cosmoscow.com/en/


Kostantinos Michalos belongs to a new Greek artist generation. Through his paintings he

expresses his psychological drives as well as his philosophical, spiritual and social concepts.

His art is deeply person-centered even in its most abstract form, and traces of human

presence are evident in all of his works, either in the form of abstract elements or as symbolic

correlations. 

Kostantinos Michalos belongs to a new Greek artist generation. Through his paintings he

expresses his psychological drives as well as his philosophical, spiritual and social concepts.

His art is deeply person-centered even in its most abstract form, and traces of human

presence are evident in all of his works, either in the form of abstract elements or as symbolic

correlations.

According to Paul Klee’s statement: Art does not reproduce the visible; it makes visible;

Michalos’ paintings constitute an intrusive look in his internal obsessions, where by retracting

them, they transform into images;  these images are then processed and formed into art

signals or symbols, according to the concepts in the artist’s mind.

Kostantinos Michalos

Sensitively strong, exposed, divested like a

reptile which lost its skin, but aristocratically

dressed in his paradox expressionism, Michalos

observes new psychic aspects which reflect in

the traces of his painting actions. The Ocean and

the Earth utopically mingled… Assimilated areas

of the visual arts as “Down – Up” and “Rear-

Front”… Elongated sensitive environment…

There are no borders anywhere in this

expansionist paradoxical expressionism, without

blatant colors but with enigmatic purples and

blacks, deep reds and blues.Konstantinos Michalos, Dedicatin to El Greco,
Storm in Toledo, acrylic on canvas,

100x90cm, 2014



Костантинос Михалос принадлежит к

новому поколению греческих

художников. В своих картинах он

выражает свои психологические

побуждения, а также свои философские,

духовные и социальные концепции. Его

искусство глубоко сосредоточено на

личности даже в самой абстрактной

форме, и следы человеческого

присутствия очевидны во всех его

работах, либо в форме абстрактных

элементов, либо в виде символических

соотношений.

Костантинос Михалос

По утверждению Клее: ‘’Искусство не воспроизводит то,что мы видим, оно, скорее,

заставляет нас видеть» Живопись К. Михалоса представляет собой, как бы

настойчивый взгляд на его внутренние навязчивые идеи, когда, убирая их, они

превращаются в образы; эти изображения затем обрабатываются и превращаются в

художественные сигналы или символы в соответствии с концепциями в уме

художника. Чувствительно сильный, обнаженный, обнаженный, как рептилия,

потерявшая кожу, но аристократически одетый в свой парадоксальный

экспрессионизм, Михалос наблюдает новые психические аспекты,

которые отражаются в траекториях  его живописных действий. Океан и Земля

утопически смешались… Ассимилированные области изобразительного искусства как

«Вниз - Вверх» и «Тыл - Фронт»… Вытянутая чувствительная среда… В этом

экспансионистском парадоксальном экспрессионизме нет границ, без ярких цветов, но

с загадочными пурпурными и черными, глубокими красными и синими.



Sofia Papadopoulou was born in Athens, where she currently lives and works.

She is a graduate of the Athens School of Fine Arts. As part of her studies, she has attended

various workshops, including Painting, Scenography, Photography, Mosaic & Sculpture. During

her Bachelor studies, she participated in the Erasmus Student Exchange Program, spending a

semester at the Faculty of Fine Arts, University of Barcelona.

In the series of mixed media paintings  “Without” she tries to touch the psychological aspect of

human feelings and actions. She creates her own language writing and technique, in which

every line and every shade of colour have a certain meaning. 

Sophia Papadopoulou said:“My abstract works inviting the viewer to a multi-reading process,

deliberation and dispute. My abstract writing presents a modern creative proposal that reflects

the trends of contemporary art.’’

Sofia Papadopoulou

Sophia Papadopoulou, 
mixed media, canvas 
190 x 190cm, 2016



София Пападопулу

София Пападопулу родилась в Афинах, где живёт и работает в настоящее время. Она

закончила Афинскую Высшую Школу Изобразительных Искусств. Она также посещала

мастер классы по мозаике, скульптуре, фотографии. 

Как особенно талантливая студентка, София Пападопулу, проходила практику по

программе Эрасмус в Университете Барселоны на факультете изобразительных

искусств. В серии картин «Без» художница пытается коснуться психологических аспектов

чувств человека и его поступков. Она создаёт свой собственный язык письма и технику, в

котором каждая линия, каждый оттенок цвета несут в себе определённый смысл.



The words of G. F. Watts ‘’I paint ideas, not things’’ fully express the concept of Zorica’s art.

The distinct style of Zorica’s imaginative paintings is a blend of surreal, symbolic and

metaphysical elements. She uses mythological and dream imagery. 

The symbols she uses are not familiar emblems but intensely personal and ambiguous

philosophical references. Each painting by Zorica is deliberately saturated with a mass of

amazing details. All this details in her creations help to understand the artist’s vision. She

strives to follow her own nature and wants to express her perception of the world. Rich

colors, graceful lines and subtle

textures characterize her varied work. Each of her paintings is a real masterwork.

Zorica  Krstic is a Serbian artist. She was born in Sremska Mitrovica in former Yugoslavia

where as a child she first studied painting at the side of her Artist mother. At sixteen, she was

working in the Art Studio of the hyper-realist Dragan Martinovic. From 1988 to 1993, she

attended the Academy of Fine Arts in Novi Sad, graduating in the painting class of Professor

Jovan Rakidzic and in the drawing class of Professor Milan Stashevic.

Zorica Krstic

Zorica Krstic, Twelve, oil,
acrylic, paste on canvas,
100x120cm, 1999



Сербская художница Зорица Крстич

родилась в городе Сремска Митровица,в

бывшей Югославии. С самого раннего

дества она рисовала совместно со своей

матерью, которая была художником. В

возрасте 16 лет она работала в студии

известного югославского художника

Драгана Мартиновича а затем закончила

Академию Изобразительного искусства в

Нови Сад в классе профессоров

Д.Ракидзич и Милана Сташевича.

Слова Г.Ф. Уоттса

Слова Г.Ф. Уоттса «Я пишу идеи, а не вещи» полностью выражают концепцию

искусства Зорицы. Самобытный стиль  картин Зорицы представляет собой смесь

сюрреалистических, символических и метафизических элементов. Она использует

мифологические образы и образы сновидений. 

Символы, которые использует художница, - это не знакомые нам символы, а глубоко

личные и неоднозначные философские ссылки. Каждая картина Зорицы сознательно

наполнена массой удивительных деталей. Все эти детали в ее работах помогают

понять видение художницы. Она стремится следовать своему мироощущению  и 

через свои картины выразить свое личное восприятие мира. 

Богатые цвета, изящные линии и тонкие текстуры характеризуют ее работы. Каждая

картина Зорицы - это настоящий шедевр.



Top 10 Russian avant-garde artists
that everyone should know

 At some point in their artistic careers artists from Jackson Pollock to Zaha Hadid and David
Hockney have proclaimed their love of the avant-garde. So who are the main heroes and heroines
of the Russian avant-garde? 

The unique Russian avant-garde art of the first quarter of the 20th century continues to
influence artists and architects all over the world

2. Wassily Kandinsky (1866–1944)
One of the founders of abstract art, Kandinsky was
recognised as a great artist during his lifetime -
both in Russia, where he worked until 1921, and in
Germany, where he emigrated and from where his
art 'grew' into Europe and America. One of the
fans of his 'compositions' of splashes and dots of
color was the famous gallery owner and collector
of modern art, Peggy Guggenheim. It was largely
thanks to her that Kandinsky's works were actively
exhibited on both sides of the Atlantic, and he
gained a lot of followers, from Jackson Pollock to
Gerhard Richter.

1.  Kazimir Malevich (1879–1935)
Malevich was an  ideologue of non-objective art
who came up with Suprematism, a combination of
color and black-and-white figures, one of the main
trends in the Russian avant-garde. The author of
the legendary Black Square, which continues to
spark debate, Malevich has become one of the
most expensive artists of his generation: in 2018,
his Suprematist Composition was sold at Christie’s
for a record-breaking $85.8 million.

Read more at Russia Beyond

https://www.rbth.com/arts/331274-russian-avant-garde-artists


The museum’s director Maria Tsantsanoglou
and the exhibition curators Natalia
Antonomova and Alla Lukanova emphasize not
just the magnitude of the collection’s
significance, but also of the personality behind
it, George Costakis. His is a spellbinding tale of
passion, boldness, and generosity. “This
exhibition is important to us because we focus
on the collector, on George Costakis,” Maria
Tsantsanoglou says.

Read more hereAn exhibition of the George Costakis
collection provides a comprehensive look at
the Russian avant-garde and the inspiring
man who would not let it be erased.

“Thessaloniki. Costakis Collection.
Restart.”, an exhibition at the State Museum
of Contemporary Art, is perfectly titled. This
is a serious collection; it is a historic and
intellectual treasure trove of the Russian
avant-garde of such proportion and depth
that is rare anywhere outside of Russia itself.
So it’s time to look at it afresh, to appreciate
the enormity of the collection, its scope, and
its lasting impact. It’s also time to revisit the
story of how it came about.

Costakis
Exhibition: The
Greek Who
Saved the
Russian Avant-
Garde

https://www.greece-is.com/exhibition-the-greek-who-saved-the-russian-avant-garde/


The art market is shifting as a result of
accelerating woes induced by Covid-19, and
whereas the secondary market has maintained
relative stability in comparison to the primary
market, it, too, is undergoing deep change to
secure a stable future. 

Much has been discussed regarding the new
auction era which has begun to crystalize in the
last months in form of more online auctions and
innovated blockbuster formats, and more
changes are expected to come.
 
Learn more at Mutual Art

Sentimentalizing Art Historical
Barriers

Aginoros 10, 157 73 , Athens, Greece
Phone +30 210 9604771
Mobile, Viber, WhatsApp

+30 6956 203620
malouart.collections@gmail.com

malouartconsulting.com

If you don't want to receive the latest art news 
you can unsubscribe here

New developments are pointing to the increasing blurring of separation between art
movements in the auction market. Will contemporary art swallow its predecessors?

https://www.mutualart.com/Article/Sentimentalizing-Art-Historical-Barriers/B32DE16BD76EDE21?source_page=Magazine
https://malouartconsulting.us5.list-manage.com/unsubscribe?u=54568f00a4f9f10d1e92bbe4d&id=8920d1cf52

